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Abstract

We propose a multilingual personality classifier that uses text data from social media and Youtube Vlog transcriptions, and maps them into Big Five personality traits using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). We first train unsupervised bilingual word embeddings from an English-Chinese parallel corpus, and use these trained word representations as input to our CNN. This enables our model to yield relatively high cross-lingual and multilingual performance on Chinese texts, after training on the English dataset for example. We also train monolingual Chinese embeddings from a large Chinese text corpus and then train our CNN model on a Chinese dataset consisting of conversational dialogue labeled with personality. We achieve an average F-score of 66.1 in our multilingual task compared to 63.3 F-score in cross-lingual, and 63.2 F-score in the monolingual performance.

Index Terms: Computational Personality Recognition, Big Five, Multilingual Analysis, Convolutional Neural Nets

1. Introduction

Computational personality recognition has become increasingly important in a wide variety of applications, including personalised virtual agents, recommendation systems, and people assessment for job suitability. Personality is a significant factor of communication in human-human interaction [1, 2], and as virtual agents and dialogue systems get more intelligent, we expect them to identify and adapt to different user personalities. Having such a personality recognition module in dialogue systems will enable us to have more intelligent and personal human-agent conversations in the future [3, 4].

The Big Five personality model [5] has been the most formally recognized by psychologists and has been used to quantify user personality in terms of scores across five different dimensions:

- Extraversion vs Introverted
- Conscientiousness vs Careless
- Agreeableness vs Detached
- Neuroticism vs Emotionally Stable
- Openness to Experience vs Cautious

Traditionally, scores across these five dimensions are measured via self-assessment where users fill up a form answering various questions on a scale and the answers are mapped to scores in the Big Five, most commonly used is the NEO Personality Inventory [6]. This sort of assessment is not suitable for many real-time applications and therefore we have developed the need for automatic personality assessment.

Most of the past work to identify user personality from text involves lexical feature extraction to train Support Vector Machines (SVMs) and other non-linear classifiers. The feature engineering involved is heavily dependent on the dataset used, and the features cannot be shared across multiple languages. There is inadequate work done in the task of language independent personality classification. This maybe due to limited personality labeled data available in languages other than English. For example, there is not enough work done in identifying personality from languages such as Chinese [7]. Therefore we propose a cross-lingual model that can achieve the task of assessing personality in both the source and target language by using trained bilingual word embeddings, which enables the model to perform well when tested on the target language. Such a method tries to alleviate the problem of data scarcity in low resource languages.

Researchers have always questioned whether personality assessment can be applied across languages. Can a recognition model trained in language A be applied to language B in some fashion? We set out to find out. We design two types of models -(1) a cross-lingual model that has been trained in language A is used to recognize personality traits in language B; (2) a multilingual model where language A and B are combined to train the recognizer which is then used to recognize personality traits in language B. We would like to compare these two models to a monolingual model trained in language B.

2. Related Work

Automatic assessment of personality from text started as early as 2006 [8]. [8] classified blog authors based on Big Five using n-gram as features and Naive Bayes (NB) as the learning algorithm. [9] used two different kinds of datasets, both conversational and written texts along with two different sources of lexical features, LIWC [10] and MRC [11], and classified personality scores and classes using SVMs and M5 trees. More recently, social media texts have been used in classifying user personality. [12] predicted personality of 279 Facebook users using both linguistic (LIWC) and social features (number of friends, likes). The Workshop on Computational Personality Recognition (WCPR) [13] invited papers on this very task and released personality labeled datasets including the Facebook and Youtube Vlogs datasets that are used for training our model described in this paper. [14] used 2000 frequent trigram features and trained a SVM classifier. [15] used LIWC features and tested three different learning algorithms, NB, SVMs and
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3. Methodology

We propose a method to train unsupervised bilingual embeddings from a parallel corpus. These embeddings are then used to represent the text data in the higher dimensional representation, where each word is represented by its corresponding learned embedding. This input is fed into a one layer CNN model that extracts features from the text using the filters assigned and maps the features to a softmax function output, which is essentially a probability estimation of the binary classification of each personality trait.

3.1. Bilingual Word Embedding

There are several different approaches described in the literature to train cross-lingual embeddings from parallel corpora, some using document level alignments [26], while others requiring sentence or word level alignments [27, 28]. We have chosen and implemented the bilingual skip gram (Bi-skip gram) model proposed by [29]. It is an extension of the original monolingual skip-gram model [19]. The Bi-skip gram model tries to minimize the cost function across two languages when taking gual skip-gram model [19]. The Bi-skip gram model tries to predict the context words in the

$$\arg \min_{X, Y} \alpha (\text{Mono}_1(X) + \text{Mono}_2(Y)) + \beta \text{Bi}(X, Y)$$

where, $(X', Y')$ are the final word vectors of languages $L_1$ and $L_2$, respectively, learned from the context after being initialized to some constant vectors. The monolingual part, similar to the skip gram model, tries to predict the context words in the same language given a certain word. The bilingual part deals with predicting the context $y_c$ in language $L_2$, given a word $x$ in language $L_1$, and vice versa. The parameters $\alpha, \beta$ determine how we want to weight our model’s bilingual and monolingual performance. The objective functions can be expressed as follows:

$$\text{Mono}_1(X) = - \sum_{x \in X} \sum_{x' \in T_1(x)} \log P(x'|x)$$

$$\text{Mono}_2(Y) = - \sum_{y \in Y} \sum_{y' \in T_2(y)} \log P(y'|y)$$

$$\text{Bi}(X, Y) = - \sum_{(x,y) \in Z} \sum_{x' \in T_1(w)} \log P(x'|x)$$

where, $x \in X$ and $y \in Y$ are the words present in the vocabulary of each language, $T_1(x)$ is the context of $x$ in language $L_1$, $T_2(y)$ is the context of $y$ in language $L_2$, and $Z$ is the set of words present in the contextual window size. As we can see, the model is similar to training four different skip gram models where each identifies a different combination of word context pairs. Since this model takes into account the semantic information of words in both the monolingual and bilingual context, it does not deteriorate the monolingual performance while training the bilingual word embeddings.

3.2. Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Nets usually contain a CNN layer that performs convolution operations across the input matrix space in order to get local features. The convolutional filters used are trained in the model. CNNs have gained popularity recently in efficiently carrying out the task of text classification [21, 22]. In most such tasks, pre-trained word vector representations like the Google word2vec [19] are used to represent the text in the input layer. We propose a model that takes as input, text represented with our pre-trained bilingual word embeddings, followed by a single CNN layer, and then a max pooling layer. At the end we have a fully connected layer with non-linear activation and softmax to map the features to the binary classification task for each personality trait.

In our input layer, we have each text document to be classified, represented as a matrix, with each word represented by its respective bilingual embedding. Depending on the convolutional window size, the convolution operation slides along the
matrix to get feature vectors. We use 3, 4 and 5 to be our window sizes, and these typically represent 3, 4 and 5-gram features extracted from the text. Multiple filters are used for each window size, and the maximum features are chosen in the max-pooling layer. The final feature vector is then mapped to the binary classification via a fully connected layer and softmax function. The architecture is given in Figure 2.

4. Experimental setup

4.1. Corpora

For the bilingual word embedding training, we use a Chinese-English parallel corpus consisting of 2.2 Million sentences collected from eight different domains, called the UM corpus [30]. This dataset was created by extracting information from web-crawled data, and high quality parallel text sources were used. The data was crawled from a wide variety of domains in order to increase the varieties of content. The corpus is sentence-aligned, and we use the Jieba segmenter to pre-process the Chinese sentences and tokenize them into words. A segmenter is needed since Chinese texts are delimited by sentences and not words, unlike English and other languages. The Chinese data contains around 50 Million words in total and the vocabulary size is 160,473, while the English data has around 48.5 Million words in total with a vocabulary size of 160,262.

Two personality labeled datasets were used for our task, collected by the myPersonality project. The Facebook dataset [31] consists of around 9,900 status updates from 250 users labeled with their Big Five personality traits, which was determined by self assessment forms the users filled up. The Youtube dataset [32] consists of transcriptions of 404 vloggers labeled with their perceived personality scores collected via mechanical turk. These datasets were released for the Workshop on Computational Personality Recognition (WCPR) [33]. The Facebook and Youtube personality datasets were combined and used for training. A median split of the Big Five scores is done to divide each of the big five personality groups into two classes, and so the task was five different binary classification tasks, one for each trait.

We also use a Chinese personality labeled dataset called the BIT Speaker Personality Corpus [34] produced by the Beijing Institute of Technology. This dataset contains 498 Chinese speech clips, each of length around 9-13 seconds and each labeled with Big Five scores by five judges in total. We take the average score of the five judges, and then do a median split of scores for each personality trait. We use an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system to get the text transcription results of each audio file, and then use the Jieba segmenter to tokenize the Chinese text into words.

4.2. Experiments

We carry out different train and test experiments with the two language datasets we have, to compare our model’s monolingual, cross-lingual and multilingual performance. For each experiment, we train five different binary classifiers, one for each personality trait. Each of them is tested on the same Chinese test set containing 98 different transcriptions of audio clips, labeled with personality. The experiments are described below:

- **Monolingual**: For comparison, we train monolingual word embeddings for Chinese, using the original skip-gram model [19]. For the training, we use Chinese text data from Chinese articles collected from the Chinese Wikipedia Dump. After pre-processing to tokenize the Chinese text using Jieba segmenter, the dataset contains around 207 million words in total and has a vocabulary size of 460,882. We use the trained monolingual embeddings to represent the Chinese text at the input layer, and among the 498 different transcriptions from the audio clips, we use 400 for training and test our model on the test set of 98.

- **Cross-lingual**: We train our CNN model on the English dataset with the bilingual embeddings as input to represent the text. We then test our model on the Chinese test set containing 98 Chinese clips with transcriptions labeled with personality.

- **Multilingual**: We train our model on a combined dataset of English and Chinese using our pre-trained bilingual
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word embeddings to represent the text data as input to our CNN. We use all 654 users’ English text data plus 400 of the Chinese transcriptions, for training, and test our model on the remaining 98 Chinese test set.

• **Baseline SVM:** In order to compare our model’s results with a feature based implementation, we train a baseline SVM classifier, using Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [10] dictionary to extract different lexical features. The features include emotion features such as positive and negative emotion words, and other qualitative features, like number of pronouns, verbs, conjunctions, and so on. We use the Chinese LIWC dictionary for extracting the features. We train the SVM on 400 Chinese transcriptions and test the model on the test set of size 98.

4.3. Hyper-parameters and regularization

For the bilingual word embeddings, we choose the parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) both to be 1, in order to give the same weightage to the mono and bi part of our training. We use negative sampling of the words, to prevent the estimation of computationally inefficient normalization terms. Negative sampling tries to differentiate the data from noise via logistic regression [35]. We train 100 dimensional vectors, and choose our context window size to be 10, and use 30 as the number of negative samples in training, and we run the model for 10 iterations.

For the monolingual word embeddings for Chinese, we train the skip gram model with vectors of dimension 100, and choose our context window size to be 5, and use 10 negative samples, and train our model for 5 iterations.

The convolution window sizes of 3, 4 and 5 are used in order to represent n-gram features from the convolutional filters, and a total of 128 filters are trained in parallel for each window size. For regularization, we use the 12 loss regularization with lambda tuned from \([0, 0.01, 0.1]\) for each model, and we use dropout [36] with a keeping probability tuned from \([0.4, 0.5, 0.6]\) for each model. We used rectified linear (ReLU) to add non-linearity, and the Adam optimizer [37] was used for the training update at each step, with the learning rate set to be \(10^{-4}\).

For our SVM we use RBF kernel, and tune our gamma values from \([0.1, 1, 10, 100]\) and choose the one yielding the highest performance for each classifier.

All the hyper-parameters tuning are done via cross validation by using a 10% split of the training set as the development set.

4.4. Results and Discussion

The F-score results of the different experiments of our model are given in Table 1. As we can see in the results, all three of our models beat the baseline feature based SVM performance for this dataset. Our cross-lingual experiment, when trained on English using the bilingual embeddings, and tested on Chinese, outperforms the monolingual performance in traits apart from Agreeableness and Openness to Experience. Also, our multilingual performance, when trained on both English and Chinese dataset using bilingual embeddings, and tested on the Chinese test set, performs the best at every trait apart from Agreeableness, where the monolingual performance is better. This shows that, having more data in English helps us improve the performance of our model on the cross-lingual and multilingual tasks, when compared to the monolingual performance, due to limited Chinese labeled data.

Since we only use a single parallel corpus to train the bilingual word embeddings, the vocabulary size is not significantly large, when compared to that of Google word2vec for example. Therefore, our average F-score performance can be potentially improved by collecting more parallel corpora and retraining our bilingual embeddings. Also, we used an automatic speech recognition system to get the transcriptions of the Chinese dataset, for which we have to count for the ASR output error as well. Future work would involve hand correcting the transcriptions and re-training our models.

5. Future Work and Conclusion

We have collected a much larger dataset from the myPersonality project, that has around 22 Million Facebook status updates from 154,000 users labeled with personality. Such large datasets in English when trained with cross lingual word embeddings will enable us to recognize personality from texts of different languages. Also, by using a larger parallel corpus, we can increase the vocabulary size of our trained embeddings. We would like to train our bilingual word embeddings on larger and use more parallel corpora, and also include other languages to train our model on, apart from English and Chinese.

Although computational personality recognition is a widely recognized field, research on making the recognition truly multilingual and language independent is lacking in literature. Therefore, we propose a method that can make use of the relatively higher availability of a source language, such as English, with personality labels and use it to train a classifier that can identify personality from texts of other target languages, such as Chinese. Such cross-lingual and multilingual performance will in turn enable us to broaden the applications of personality recognition to multiple languages, with the limited personality labeled data that we have in certain languages across the world.
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